A guide to LEGO® for the whole family 1976
From 18 months...

Baby Anne loves hanging things together, stacking, tumbling and shunting things. For her the special big LEGO Nursery Bricks with their bright colours and rounded corners are ideal. She loves their feel and the sound they make when they tumble. She thinks she is just having fun. You know she is learning to use her fingers and to co-ordinate hand and eye.

Soon she will be ready for more bricks, for arches and wheeled trolleys. Then, when she is about 3 she will be able to handle standard size LEGO bricks and build them together with her big Nursery Bricks.

LEGO is a new toy every day.

Supplementaries.
From 3 years and up...

Need some extra parts to finish off that important model? A supplementary pack could be the answer.

- Baseplates
  - 795
  - 796
  - 798
  - 799

- Building Book – 80 pages of ideas and instructions. NEW!

- Storage Box
  - 791

- 2 lighting bricks with colour filters
  - 995
From 3 years...

Kathie and Mark are old enough to play with standard LEGO bricks. Basic Sets give them the best start because the balanced selection of different components gives the widest scope for building lots of different models. The pictures on the boxes give lots of ideas but the children will find countless others themselves.

Recommended prices include 8% VAT and are subject to change.

- 200 Complete LEGO family
- 210 Cowboys, NEW!
- 211 Mother and baby. NEW!
- 254 Mother and daughter with prams
- 212 Motor scooter and riders. NEW!
- 255 Farming scene
- 256 Police patrol. NEW!
- 253 Helicopter and pilot
- 258 Zoo with baseboard. NEW for Spring
Special line: Dolls furniture. From 6 years...

At Christmas 6 year old Susie got some LEGO dolls furniture from her Granny. She enjoyed building it and now would like more to furnish her dolls house.

She plans to build a removal van from her other LEGO bricks and then her LEGO family can move in.
From 6 years...

Susie and her 7 year old brother are reaching the stage where they like their models to be more realistic and detailed. They enjoy the challenge of following building instructions as well as designing their own models. The new Advanced Basic Sets do just this. They contain more specialised components like cranes and ladders and small scale figures. There are building instructions for some models and ideas for many more. The biggest set even contains a LEGO motor which can really get things moving.
Free gifts!

Collect the Golden Studs from LEGO packs and stick them on the Golden Bricks on this page. When 1, 2, or 3 bricks have been completed, cut them out and send them to:

**Golden Bricks**
British LEGO Ltd,
Wrexham, N. Wales LL13 9UH

and your FREE GIFT will be sent to you. The number of Studs in each set is related to the value. Thus, sets retailing at under £1 contain 1 stud and so on up to a maximum of 6 studs in all sets over £5.

1. For 1 brick completed with 8 Golden Studs you get 20 eight stud bricks in red and white, worth 35 p
2. For 2 bricks completed (16 Golden Studs) you get 20 eight stud bricks plus 4 large wheels with spokes and 4 bearing bricks. Worth 75 p
3. For 3 bricks completed (24 Golden Studs) you get 20 bricks, 4 large spoked wheels and bearing bricks PLUS opening doors, windows and window shutters. Worth £1.45 ALL ENTIRELY FREE!

Collect LEGO GOLDEN STUDS

Please use BLOCK CAPITALS.

Name
Address

* This offer applies to residents of Great Britain and the Republic of Ireland and free gifts can only be sent to addresses in those Countries. Golden Studs are not negotiable and cannot be exchanged for cash or any LEGO sets or components other than those specified on this page. We reserve the right to substitute gifts of the same value for those illustrated.
LEGO Spares Service

This service is to help you if you lose a special part or want an extra one without
wishing to buy a complete set.

There are so many components in the LEGO
range that we cannot offer them all but here
is a selection of the ones you are most likely to want.

Fill out the order form and post it, together
with a Postal Order for the correct amount, direct to

Spares Service Department
LEGO (British) Limited
Wrexham, N. Wales LL13 9UH

Prices include post and packing for U.K.
and Ireland only.

Please note that this service applies only to
items shown on this page. We regret we
cannot supply complete sets. These can only
be purchased from toy retailers in the nor-
mal way.

Spares order form

TO: Spares Service Department British LEGO Ltd. Wrexham,
N. Wales LL13 9UH

Please send me the following spares.

NAME (Block Capitals)

ADDRESS

I enclose a Postal Order to the
value of

S  
S  

S1 - 13 p  Baseplate with steering control tongue for big vehicles.
3 lengths
a) 12 studs
b) 14 studs
c) 16 studs
State which.

S2 - 13 p  Steering column to fit all S1 bases.

S3 - 21 p  Pair of 4 stud axle bricks, wheels and treads for LEGO
LAND cars.

S5 - 13 p  Set of 4 standard tyres for 4 stud wheels.

S7 - 17 p  Pair of caterpillar tracks for 4 stud wheels.

S8 b) - 21 p  Set of 4 flanged, rubber rimmed drive wheels for trains.

S8 c) - 9 p  Set of 4 rubber rings only for flanged drive wheels.

S9 - 21 p  Set of 4 bushes to hold wheels in motor. For new-type motors with screwed casings only.

S10 - 12.47 Motor unit only, without wheels etc.

S11 - 1.08 Battery case only.

S12 - 17 p  Spare connector lead for all motors and lighting bricks.

S13 - 13 p  Building plate to fit over motor.

S14 - 13 p  Spare bulb for deleted 8 stud lighting brick No. 443A.

S15 - 29 p  Spare 4 stud sealed lighting brick No. 995.

S16 a) - 21 p  Two 8 stud hinges.

S16 b) - 13 p  One 8 x 16 stud hinge.

S17 - 68 p  Level crossing with barriers for LEGO trains.

S19 - 13 p  Pair of T.V. aerials.

S20 - 76 p  Wheeled trolley for big Nursery Bricks.

S21 - 23 p  Two each of 4 sizes of axles for gear wheels.

S22 - 13 p  4 stopper bushes for gear axles.

S23 - 13 p  2 pairs of drive shafts to connect gears to motor.

S24 - 76 p  3 pairs magnetic couplings.

S26 - 22 p  Two 6 x 24 stud baseplates.

S27 - 20 p  Two 6 x 16 stud baseplates.

S28 - 14 p  2 pairs ball and socket couplings.

S29 - 13 p  10 flat topped paving bricks, 4 stud size only. Black, white, red, yellow, blue or grey. State which.

S32 - £3.31 Special battery tender for trains plus signal. Complete with automatic signal-stop and shunting switch.

S33 - £3.97 Sturdy wooden storage box with double layer of compartmented plastic trays.
From 6 years

Sets like these are great fun to build from the building plans provided. Then you can add the bricks to your collection and build something entirely new and different, again, again and again.

365 Wild-West scene with baseboard
697 Stagecoach. NEW!
364 Harbour scene with baseboard
107 Complete Motor Set
361 Tea garden cafe
360 Gravel works with dredger-crane
368 Taxi garage. NEW!
385 Jeep with steering. NEW for Easter
363 Hospital
369 Coastguard. NEW!
386 Red Cross helicopter and ambulance. NEW for Easter
367 Space module and astronauts
370 Police headquarters. NEW for Spring
387 Excavator and dumper. NEW for Easter
384 London bus
812 Gears set with chain link, etc.
Special line: Trains. From 6 years...

Here are trains which you build yourself. Today a steam locomotive, tomorrow an inter-city express. Build from the plans or redesign them to suit your own ideas.

Peter is hoping for some more wagons for his birthday. He plans to build houses and bridges and things from his other LEGO bricks to make a really good layout.

171 Complete train set without motor (motor can be added)
182 Complete train set with motor, signal and shunting switch. NEW for Spring.

133 Locomotive (motor can be added). NEW for Spring
136 Tanker wagon
134 Mobile crane and wagon

146 Level crossing. NEW for Spring
147 Refrigerator wagon. NEW for Spring
150 Straight rails
151 Curved rails (half circle)
154 Rail points
155 Rail crossings
From 9 years...

Cousin David likes building models that are a real challenge now he is older. These Hobby Sets need an experienced hand and he displays them in his room for his friends to admire.

- 390 1913 Cadillac
- 391 1926 Renault
- 392
- 393
- 394
- 396
Building with LEGO bricks is great fun because children use them to make models which express their own ideas. Either imaginative and fantastic or realistic and detailed.

As all LEGO bricks and components can be built together, every new addition swells the collection, giving children greater scope for building what they want, just the way they want it.

What is more, boys and girls from the youngest to the oldest can find what they want in the wide LEGO range. Let the Smith family be your guide. But first, let us introduce you. Meet...


 Guarantee of satisfaction. All LEGO sets are packed with great care, but if you should have a complaint, please write to our Consumer Service Dept. stating the number of the Set and giving details of the size and colour of any parts missing or damaged so that we can replace them. This will ensure satisfaction more speedily than if you return the Set to the shop where you bought it.

A
For toddlers from 1 1/2 years.

B
Easy building for girls and boys from 3 years.

C
For girls and boys who already have some experience of LEGO

D
For girls and boys who are really familiar with LEGO building.